
SUMMARY OF THE ISSUE

Theory and Philosophy of Psychology

K.A. Abulkhanova. The Principle
of Subject in Russian Psychology

The author traces the development of
the subject category in the school of the
Russian philosopher and psychologist,
S.L. Rubinstein. According to the
author, Rubinstein transformed the He�
gelian category of the subject, which sig�
nified a source of activity, self�determi�
ned motion and self�development, into
an ontological one. In the work of Ru�
binstein's followers, its meaning went
through a number of stages. The author
comes to a conclusion that what is often
perceived as psychology' crisis — its see�
mingly contradictory tendencies — are
due in fact to the spread of a new, «sub�
ject paradigm», or the subject as a new
methodological principle.

Theoretical and Empirical Research

Ch.A. Izmailov, A.M. Chernorizov.
The Language of Perception and the
Brain

The authors develop a new appro�
ach to the brain mechanisms of speech
and perception  based on the hypothe�
sis that speech and perception are
forms of one common structure — «lan�
guage structure». In contrast with spe�
ech, which often appears the most de�
veloped and «genuine» form of langua�
ge, perception seems only indirectly
linked to the latter.  For this reason, the
article focuses on perception as a parti�

cular form of language, and it analyses
recent theoretical and empirical res�
earch. Perception can be described as a
«visual language» with its own alphab�
et (characters), morphology (parts of
the «visual speech» — visual syllables,
words and combinatory rules) and with
its own visual syntax (punctuation
marks).

Special Theme of the Issue. 
Creativity: a multifaceted view

G. Fischer. Making All Voices He`
ard: Increasing Social Creativity in
Design by Exploiting the Symmetry
of Ignorance 

The power of the unaided individu�
al mind is highly overrated. Much hu�
man creativity is social, arising from ac�
tivities that take place in a social con�
text in which interaction with other
people and the artifacts that embody
collective knowledge are essential con�
tributors.

Social creativity is not a luxury but
a necessity to address the problems fa�
ced by societies in the 21st century.
Our research has focused specifically
on complex design problems requiring
the contributions of many stakehol�
ders. We have developed socio�techni�
cal environments supporting these ob�
jectives in the specific contexts of ur�
ban planning, collaborative learning,
and collaborative software design.

This paper concludes with a brief
description of research directions and
activities in the USA related to these
aspects of creativity. 
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I.N. Semenov. The Reflexive
Psychology of Creativity: Concep`
tions, Experiments, Practice

The article introduces a new direc�
tion in creativity studies, the reflexive
psychology. It describes the historical
antecedents and theoretical founda�
tions of the new area, the results of ex�
perimental research and its application
to education and management. A spe�
cial attention is given to drawing the
typology of psychological and educa�
tional interventions that aim at bo�
osting creativity with the help of the
original psychotechnologies (of igrore�
fleksika, or game reflexivity). The
author demonstrates that his reflexive
psychology can be constructive in such
interconnected areas of the human sci�
ences as reflexive acmeology and the
pedagogy of creativity.

T. Lubart, Ch. Mouchiroud. The
Creative Process

The creative process refers to the
sequence of thoughts and actions that
lead to original, adaptive productions.
After a brief description of the classic
four�stage model, we discuss the evolu�
tion of research on the creative process
during the past fifty years. Two empiri�
cal studies are presented, illustrating a
multivariate approach.  The first focus�
es on the extent to which original ideas
come at certain moments in the creati�
ve process.  The second study provides
support for emotional resonance as part
of the creative process. 

Ph.A. Freund, H. Holling. Explo`
ring and Measuring Giftedness and
Creativity with the Berlin Intelligen`
ce Structure Test

This article aims at introducing the
Berlin Intelligence Structure test for

the diagnosis of giftedness (BIS�HB;
Jäger, Holling, Preckel, Schulze, Vock,
Suß & Beauducel, 2005). Based on the
underlying facet model of Jäger (e. g.,
1967, 1982), the BIS�HB is the latest
version of a sequence of developed in�
struments, and it meets high standards
of test construction and validation. The
test is especially suitable for the identi�
fication of high intelligence and allows
for the assessment of a broad range of
abilities. A particular emphasis of this
article is on the psychological con�
struct of creativity, which has long be�
en the focus of both theoreticians and
psychometricians (e. g., Sternberg &
Lubart, 1999). Creativity is firmly
founded within the BIS�model, and
thus the exploration of research ques�
tions linking the constructs of (acade�
mic) intelligence and creativity is made
possible.

A.I. Savenkov. Social Intelligence
and the Psychology of Creativity and
Giftedness

The author locates contemporary
studies of social intelligence in the area
of creativity and giftedness, and he sug�
gests a theoretical model of social com�
petence.

C.J. Maker. Integrating the Con`
cepts of Creativity, Intelligence, and
Problem Solving:  The DISCOVER
Project Research and New Direc`
tions.

The author presents the theoretical
framework and supporting studies from
her work:  the Discovering Intellectual
Strengths and Capabilities while Ob�
serving Varied Ethnic Responses (DIS�
COVER) Projects.  She posits that pro�
blem solving is a key idea in theories of
intelligence and theories of creativity,
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and shows how a continuum of problem
types can be used to compare measure�
ments.  The perception of intelligence
and creativity as separate constructs
may be due to the different ways pro�
blem solving is defined and measured.
Four recent studies are reviewed. One
study provides validation for the pro�
blem continuum in mathematics, and
another study shows the contribution
of age, schooling, and domain�specific
knowledge to creativity in math.  Two
studies of the DISCOVER curriculum
model show its positive effects on stu�
dent achievement and one study shows
the developmental path of creativity in
cultural minority students in classro�
oms with traditional and non�traditio�
nal pedagogy.

P. Kulichkin. The Intensity of Arti`
stic Life  and Evolutionary Genius (Ita`
lian, French, Austrian  and German
Music in the XVI`XXth Centuries)

The concept of the intensity of arti�
stic life provides answers to the ques�
tion of how a great artist affects the
evolution of artistic life. Upon the ear�
lier analysis (based on the creativity of
4511 European composers of the XVI�
XX centuries) we concluded that there
are six versions of evolution of the in�
tensity parameters: rise, decline, dissi�
pation, accumulation, external growth,
external destruction. 

The version of evolution often seems
to be «made» almost exclusively by this
small group of composers. We regard
this phenomenon as an «evolutionary
genius». To measure the «evolutionary
genius» we would suggest a method ba�
sed on the concepts of fuzzy sets. The
most favorable version for evolutionary
genius is rise. Accumulation is a less fa�
vorable version for evolutionary genius.

The other versions of evolution are un�
favorable for evolutionary genius.

I. Carlsson. On the Personality,
Neurobiology, and Cognition of Crea`
tivity

This article describes the major res�
ults from investigations of the neuro�
psychology, personal�ity, and cognition
of creativity. Extreme groups, high and
low in creativity were selected by the
Creative Functioning Test (CFT).
They were tested on anxiety and defen�
se mechanisms.

Regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) was measured during three
tasks: Automatic speech, word fluency
(FAS), and unusual uses (Brick). 

The high creative group had more
anxiety, more projection, and higher de�
fense sum, than the low creative group.
Defense sum was positively correlated
with CFT fluency. Differences between
groups were found in all prefrontal re�
gions, when blood flows during FAS and
during Brick were compared. The high
creative group had bilateral increases,
or no change, while the low creative
group had decreases. The results were
discussed in terms of higher basal arou�
sal in creative people, a creative defensi�
ve style, and interactions between com�
plementary brain areas.

Work in Progress

P.P. Fesenko. Is the Concept of
Psychological Well`Being Culturally
and Socially Specific?

The author examines C. Ryff’s theo�
ry of psychological well�being and its
main method, the  Well�Being Scale,
the latter with the help of factorial ana�
lysis. He suggests a new content and
structure of the same concept.


